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The new Hilux will be in Toyota
dealerships by the end of February
and as we mentioned last month,
the 4.0-litre V6 petrol continues.
And we’re ready for it: we’ve
supercharged dozens of them! In
retrospect, maybe an RGM 4.0 V6
Supercharged is what Giniel de Villiers
and Leeroy Poulter needed under the
bonnet on the Dakar: the Hiluxes
they drove were powered by
normally-aspirated Lexus V8s and
when they were in the South American

mountains – occasionally 4 000 metres
above sea level – they would’ve lost
more than a third of their horsepower!
With forced induction, there is minimal
power loss at altitude.
Still, our boytjies did us proud (Giniel
getting onto the podium yet again),
proving that South African motorsport
competitors are the equal of anyone.
The technical expertise in this country
(don’t forget there were SA-built
Renault Dusters, Century buggies and
a host of older proudly South African

Hiluxes in the race, all of which
performed admirably) is of a high
standard too. Maybe next year’s Hilux
will be supercharged, or possibly even
based on a turbodiesel. Whichever way
Toyota Motorsport goes, I’d like to
think we’d be able to offer valuable
advice and input on
the best powertrain solution…
Rob Green
HILUX
on sale end-February,
FORTUNER
on sale end-April

Sole agencies:

SUPER M!

If there’s a car that defines
RGMotorsport, it has to be the
BMW M3. So to all the
current-generation M3 (and of
course M4) owners don’t forget
out First Stage conversion on
BMW’s bruiser, comprising a full
76mm RGM-Techniflow dual
de-cat exhaust system (including
76mm downpipes), and Plug-in
Power Software and a serviceable
performance airfilter. The end
result? 382 kW and 650 Nm...

WHAT SHOULD YOU LOOK FOR WHEN
CHOOSING A PARTNER TO WORK ON YOUR CAR?

HERE’S WHAT WE
CONSIDER IMPORTANT
AND STRIVE TO PROVIDE
• High quality technical
workmanship translating into
positive results accompanied by
long-term reliability, which means a
value for money offering
• Equipment and tools that enable us
to maintain a consistently high level of
technical expertise. This includes two
dynamometer rooms, one equipped
with a dyno capable of tuning
four-wheel-drive vehicles
• Attention to detail. That’s why we
wash cars before they go into our
Motorsport workshop. We wash them
again afterwards. We also have safe
and secure parking, with our own
security personnel monitoring comings
and goings

• Passion. We love showing people
around our facilities – in real time or
as a ‘virtual tour’ on our website.
We’re petrolheads and love cars –
we’ll treat yours with the respect it
deserves
• Integrity. RGMotorsport is still a
family business in many ways and we
were brought up that honesty is the
best policy. We like to play open
cards, so, for example, when you
collect your car the parts we took off
it will be neatly packaged in the boot.
You don’t have to take them with you
(but we think you should get the
chance to examine them if you want
to) and we’ll dispose of them in an
environmentally-friendly manner.

A fast hillclimb car is a special
kind of beast because it needs
to be very quick off the line, yet
still handle the bends... we’re
planning on building something
with that in mind...

Fast facts

DID YOU KNOW?

We can supply and fit PRIOR
Design optical tuning accessories
for most premium brands.
Talk to our sales team!

A POWER INJECTION
When you start running below six
seconds in a 0 – 100 km/h sprint you’ve
got a pretty quick car under you, and
we’re pleased to announce that a
big-boost, water-methanol injected 86
we built for a customer did just that –
and quite comfortably too!
With boost running at 0.6 Bar thanks
to a smaller pulley, and a boot-mounted
water-meth kit, we upped flywheel
kW to around 265kW, with torque

climbing to 382Nm.
On a warm Gerotek morning and
despite being on stock rubber and
standard pressures (note the wheelspin
off the line in our acceleration curve!)
Jacques ‘The Stiglet’ Joubert dashed to
100 km/h in 5.84 seconds, completing a
400 metre sprint (quarter-mile give or
take two metres) in an impressive
13.7 seconds at a terminal speed of
167.5 km/h.
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Interestingly, despite the power curve
having moved slightly up the rev range,
this car lost very little in the way of
flexibility compared to our 220kW
‘off-the-shelf’ conversion. In fact, the
time taken to accelerate between 60 and
100 in fourth remained unchanged at
6.46 seconds.
Check out the video action here:
https://vimeo.com/153739732

PUTTING
PEN TO PAPER…
Hi Steven (wrote this month’s Happy
Customer Brendan Benfield at the end
of last year),
Having now driven my car for the
best part of two days I have found
myself so moved by the experience
that I felt it necessary to write to you
and thank you. Mine was an unusual
and difficult repair and modification I
know, and therefore you deserve my
gratitude all the more. As luck would

have it I have had numerous
opportunities between yesterday
morning and this afternoon to take
the RS4 out for a drive and every time
- without fail - I have caught myself
laughing, shouting, whooping and
showing off. Despite having purchased
this car nearly nine years ago it feels
very much like I have only now taken
proper delivery of it! The noises, the
smells, the immediacy and oh the

power! Second only to my wife’s
breast enlargement this is the best
Christmas gift I have ever received!
Thank you for your persistence,
thank you for your patience, and
thank you for the RS4 I always
thought I was buying. RGM team have
a great Christmas and happy New
Year! 2016 will see my wife’s 335i in
your shop – I can’t wait to see what
you do to it.

We're proud to do business with the following partners: Stigworx, BMW Car Club, Regent Racing, Toyota Club SA, MGSA, Subaru SA, Unichip-Q, Vari brakes,
Technizone, Eibach suspension, Roadworx, RMI, AA, Dent Express, A-Line Wheels, Drift Innovation, VPS Midrand, Bandit Signs, Glutek, Indyoil, Ohlins and Sajco

